
                                                                                                                                                          7th May 2020 
 
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
A very happy bank holiday to you all and what a special day it is, commemorating 75 years since VE Day. 
Watching all of the footage of the time gives an interesting perspective into what we are going through now and 
how lucky we all are.   Such a historical moment, within the setting of our lockdown scenario today, will make this 
day even more memorable for the children.  The community spirit, hope, teamwork and resilience that shone 
through during those days are values that, whatever we are going through today, are still shining through within 
our children and the Foulds community, with the joint singing, the Thursday clapping and the support that 
everyone is giving to each other.  On that note, here is a link that might interest the keen photographers amongst 
you, https://www.npg.org.uk/hold-still/. 
 
As of next week, I will be opening up a whole school google classroom.  Before you panic and scream, “no! Not 
more work Miss Sanett!”, the aim of this classroom is that it is a viewing platform for the children and for you (via 
their account).   On a Friday, the teachers will upload their star of the week.  Myself, Mrs Ingall and Mrs Kanji will 
upload assemblies on here too.  We will also use it as a gallery to share the work the children are doing on 
Google Classroom.  There will not be an opportunity for the children to comment in this classroom, everyone will 
have viewing rights only.  The point of the room is to build on the ‘Foulds Way’ - to encourage, to celebrate and to 
come together is what makes us who we are. 
 
Next week on Tuesday 12th May we will be having our next Big Sing.   The song will be: Million Dreams from the 
Greatest Showman (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sr3X0DCXI-M).  Once again we would love everyone to 
sing from their windows/doors/gardens as loudly as possible.  If they feel a little nervous, please tell them to 
remember - be brave, be the first, be the person that inspires others to join in until we can all hear each other.  If 
you are happy for your child to feature on a video compilation that will be put on youtube, twitter and other social 
media, please film them singing and send it in to us through the home learning email giving your permission for it 
to be shared on the aforementioned sites.  If you do film, can we ask that you film the whole song and film it 
in landscape as this makes it easier for us when editing it all together.  
 
As I explained in my email last week, I have no more news regarding reopening arrangements, but, as I am sure 
all of you will be, I am waiting for the announcement on Sunday to learn any more.  To reiterate, when I know 
more and can make plans on how and when we can reopen as a school, I will do so.  I am sure in the meantime 
you will join with me in thanking the wonderful teachers and support staff who are working tirelessly to make sure 
your children can still learn, can communicate and can remain in some way focussed. 
 
I know that home learning does not necessarily get any easier as time goes on.  As a school, we are continually 
trying new strategies within the homework being set to engage and excite the children.  I know many of you will be 
worried that your child is falling behind or not seeming as motivated.  Once again, if you are having difficulty, 
please reach out to us via homelearningqueries@fouldsp.org.  We are here to help - please do let us know if you 
are struggling and we can see what we can do.  If you do have any laptop issues please also contact us through 
the office or home learning emails. 
 
This week, rather than sharing many different links, I have created a timetable of weekend home excursions with 
links to galleries, zoos, wildlife parks and shows.  You by no means have to follow it and there won’t be a test 
each week on what you have seen, but it was just an idea of ways to feel like there are things to do and that 
others around you might be doing the very same!  
 

https://www.npg.org.uk/hold-still/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sr3X0DCXI-M
mailto:homelearningqueries@fouldsp.org


I would like to end by sharing a note with you that I have seen around, which I think for us as teachers really does 
summarise how we feel: 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
Don’t stress about schoolwork. In September I will get your children back on track.  I am a teacher and that’s my 
superpower.  What I can’t fix is social-emotional trauma that prevents the brain from learning.  So right now, I just 
need you to share your calm, share your strength and share your laughter with your children.  No kids are ahead. 
No kids are behind.  Your children are exactly where they need to be. 
 
With Love, 
 
All the teachers on Planet Earth  
 
 
Take care and stay safe, 
 
Kim Sanett 
 
 


